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Abstract—In order to solve the defect in the spatial outlier mining algorithm that the spatial objects may be affected by their surrounding abnormal neighbors, a Based K-Nearest Neighbor (BKNN) algorithm was proposed based on the working principle of KNN Graph, which could effectively identify the spatial outliers by using cutting edge strategies. The core idea of BKNN is to calculate the dissimilarity of the non-space attribute values the between adjacent objects, and to find the find the largest local outlier or outlier regions by cropping off the edges with the largest dissimilarity. The experiments for the spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN based on the KNN Graph were carried out in the real datasets FMR and WNV. The example of the algorithm and the time complexity were analyzed and the results were compared to those of the existing classical algorithms, which verified that this algorithm could improve the accuracy of spatial outlier mining and simultaneously mine spatial region outliers.

Index Terms—Spatial outlier; Spatial region outliers; KNN Graph; BKNN algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

The definition of the spatial outlier is different with that of the traditional outliers, which could attribute its complexity [1]. For the study of the spatial data, it is necessary to consider the spatial attributes and their mutual relations, as well as the non-spatial attributes and their inter-relationships. Considering the unique nature of spatial data, a definition of the spatial outlier was proposed by Shekhar et al. [2]: The spatial outliers are the spatial objects whose non-spatial attribute values are significantly different with those of other spatial objects in the neighborhood. The degree of difference between two spatial objects is usually represented as dissimilarity. With the in-depth research work, a lot of new relevant definitions and concepts for spatial outliers have been proposed [3, 4]. However, the existing definitions of the spatial outliers are all based on the basic idea of Shekhar. Spatial outliers are the objects with unstable local non-spatial attribute values or with extreme performance comparing to the neighbor reference objects, even if they were not much difference with the entire population. For example, in a community of the residents with bungalows, a high-rise building is one of space outliers based on non-spatial attribute - number of housing floors. Spatial outlier mining is very useful in the geographic information systems and spatial database, including the fields of transportation, ecology, public safety, public health, climate, and location-based services [5].

Spatial outlier mining is an expansion of the outlier mining in spatial datasets. The early spatial outlier mining algorithms are all performed for the global datasets, which has no distinction between spatial attributes and non-spatial attributes, leading to the mining results of global outliers. Subsequently, a series of improved algorithm were proposed, which could distinct the spatial and non-spatial attributes, and thus mine the local spatial outlier. However, there are still some problems. For example, for the calculation of the difference between the spatial object and its surrounding neighbors during the spatial outlier mining process, if one of the neighborhood object has too large or too small non-spatial attributes, the whole neighborhood non-spatial attribute values of the object, as well as the outlier degree calculation for the spatial objects would be affected, resulting in false detection and undetection. Thus the true outliers would be ignored, while some non-outlier would be mistaken for spatial outlier.

The development and innovation works in this paper are in in the following areas:

A spatial outlier mining algorithm - Based K-Nearest Neighbor (BKNN) algorithm was proposed in this paper based on the KNN Graph. Based on the traditional spatial outlier mining algorithm and combining the
I. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of spatial data have two important features: Spatial Autocorrelation and Spatial Heterogeneity. The so-called Spatial Autocorrelation refers to the mutual relations of the adjacent objects, namely that an attribute value of a spatial object depends on those of the adjacent ones. As described in the famous "The First Law of Geography" by Tobler, all spatial objects are associated. The closer the distance between the two objects in the space, the stronger they associate with each other, and vice versa. This spatial dependence or spatial autocorrelation are local properties for space objects, which is contrary to geographic independence of the traditional data mining theory. The so-called spatial heterogeneity refers to that the attribute values of the objects in different regions have different variation trends, showing the diversity and locality of spatial objects.

The attributes of a spatial object can be divided into two categories according to their nature: spatial attributes and non-spatial attributes. Spatial attributes include shape, position, orientation, spatial adjacency relationships and other geometric or topological properties; while the non-spatial attributes include name, age, length, ownership, etc. The non-spatial attributes are inherent attributes of the spatial object, which essentially described the spatial data objects; while the spatial attributes not inherent for the spatial object space, but provide the position index of the spatial object, which is used to determine the neighborhood relationship of each the spatial object. The spatial neighborhood determination is the prerequisite for successful implementation of the spatial outlier mining algorithm. The spatial outlier detection is calculated based on the non-spatial attribute values between the space objects, and the difference of the non-spatial attribute values will cause the localized instability.

Because of the above mentioned characteristics of the space data, the characteristics of spatial data should be well considered for the spatial outlier mining algorithm, in order to mine the true spatial outliers.

II. SPATIAL OUTLIER MINING

A. The Characteristics of the Spatial Data

Compared with traditional relational data, spatial data has two important features: Spatial Autocorrelation and Spatial Heterogeneity. The so-called Spatial Autocorrelation refers to the mutual relations of the adjacent objects, namely that an attribute value of a spatial object depends on those of the adjacent ones. As described in the famous "The First Law of Geography" by Tobler, all spatial objects are associated. The closer the distance between the two objects in the space, the stronger they associate with each other, and vice versa. This spatial dependence or spatial autocorrelation are local properties for space objects, which is contrary to geographic independence of the traditional data mining theory. The so-called spatial heterogeneity refers to that the attribute values of the objects in different regions have different variation trends, showing the diversity and locality of spatial objects.

The attributes of a spatial object can be divided into two categories according to their nature: spatial attributes and non-spatial attributes. Spatial attributes include shape, position, orientation, spatial adjacency relationships and other geometric or topological properties; while the non-spatial attributes include name, age, length, ownership, etc. The non-spatial attributes are inherent attributes of the spatial object, which essentially described the spatial data objects; while the spatial attributes not inherent for the spatial object space, but provide the position index of the spatial object, which is used to determine the neighborhood relationship of each the spatial object. The spatial neighborhood determination is the prerequisite for successful implementation of the spatial outlier mining algorithm. The spatial outlier detection is calculated based on the non-spatial attribute values between the space objects, and the difference of the non-spatial attribute values will cause the localized instability.

Because of the above mentioned characteristics of the space data, the characteristics of spatial data should be well considered for the spatial outlier mining algorithm, in order to mine the true spatial outliers.

B. The Defects of Traditional Spatial Outlier Mining Algorithms

Despite the existing algorithms could achieve relatively good results in mining accuracy and computational complexity, there are still some defects. In order to better illustrate the defects of the existing algorithms, a real spatial dataset was applied for the description in detail.

Figure 1 shows a spatial dataset, where the X-Y axes represent two-dimensional space coordinates, while the Z-axis represents the non-spatial attributes of the spatial object, assuming that the non-spatial attributes is one-dimensional variation in this case for convenience. Known that the Figure 1 contains spatial object, wherein O1(180) a spatial outlier, O2(20) and O3(20) forming the space outlier region, and E1(20) a normal space object. Both the spatial objects O1 and E1 would be detected as spatial outliers by mistake using the traditional spatial outlier mining algorithm. The reason is that non-spatial attribute value of the spatial objects O1 is too large comparing with those of other neighborhood space objects, which virtually increases the non-spatial attribute values of space region surrounding E1, lead to the large calculated differences between E1 and its surroundings. Hence, spatial objects E1 would be mistaken for spatial outlier. Moreover, the existing spatial outlier mining algorithm is only able to identify one of the spatial object O2 or O3, while the spatial outlier regions composed by O2 and O3 could not be identified. There are two reasons: On the one hand, as O2 and O3 are spatial neighbors and have small non-spatial attribute values difference, any space object would influence the average neighborhood non-spatial attribute values of another one, thereby affecting the final mining results. On the other hand, most of the existing spatial outlier algorithms can not identify the spatial outlier regions.

It can be seen that the average non-spatial attribute values of the whole neighborhood under study would increase or decrease when one of the spatial objects has too large or too small non-spatial attribute values, leading to the false detection and undetection during the spatial outlier mining procedure, as well as the inaccurate results of the spatial outlier mining algorithm.

In order to solve the defect in the existing spatial outlier mining algorithm, a Based K-Nearest Neighbor (BKNN) algorithm was proposed in this paper based on KNN Graph.
III THE DESIGN SPATIAL OUTLIER MINING ALGORITHM BASED KNN GRAPH

A. The Description of the Problem

Given a spatial dataset X, where each spatial object could be represented by a single or multi-dimensional non-spatial attributes, denoted by \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \). It is assumed that each spatial object \( x_i \) is constituted by \( d \) non-spatial attribute values, denoted by \( (y_{1i}, y_{2i}, \ldots, y_{di})(d \geq 1) \), where \( T \) the transpose operation symbols.

Given an integer \( k \), which represents the neighbor objects number of each object in the its spatial neighborhood, namely that \( \text{NN}_k(x_i) \) is the \( k \) nearest neighbor set of \( x_i \), where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

Given an integer \( m \), which represents the detectable number of outliers, generally \( m << n \).

The KNN graph based spatial outlier mining algorithm has two main objectives: One is to construct KNN Graph of the spatial data sets. Firstly, the spatial neighborhood of each spatial object should be determined through space attributes, and then KNN Graph could be constructed according to the \( k \) neighbor relationships of the spatial object. The other is to find a data set \( Z \) containing \( m \) spatial outliers by using cutting edge strategies, satisfying the condition of \( Z \subset X \) and \( \forall x_i \in Z \), where \( x_i \) has no connection with other objects.

B. The Data Structure of KNN Graph

The K-Nearest Neighbor Graph (KNN Graph) is a weighted digraph. Assuming that there are \( n \) vertices in the graph, for each vertex \( v_i \) \( (1 \leq i \leq n) \), its \( k \) nearest neighbors \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k \), could be found through spatial neighborhood calculation. Then the vertex \( v_i \) was connected to the \( k \) neighbor objects, respectively, forming the \( k \) directed edges, where each edge was pointed from \( v_i \) to its neighbor object. Set the difference value between the vertex \( v_i \) and its \( k \) neighbor objects as the weight values of the edges, a KNN Graph could be constructed.

Set Figure 2 for example, points \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) represent two spatial objects of the spatial dataset, respectively, and \( v_j \) is the nearest neighbor objects of \( v_i \), constructing a simple KNN Graph, where \( e_{ij} \) represents the directed edge between two space objects, whose pointer indicates that \( v_j \) is an object of \( v_i \) in its neighborhood space. The \( w_{ij} \) in the graph represents the weight of the edge \( e_{ij} \), indicating the difference value between the two spatial objects \( v_i \) and \( v_j \).

The data structure of KNN Graph is shown in Table 1. Each point \( v_i \) is represented by an array consisting of \( 3k+3 \) elements, \( Vi=<Id, value, n_1, \text{diff}_1, \text{flag}_1, \ldots, n_k, \text{diff}_k, \text{flag}_k, Cid> \), where \( Id \) the unique identifier for each point, \( \text{Value} \) the value of non-spatial attributes of \( v_i \), \( n_j (1 \leq j \leq k) \) the \( j \)-th neighbor of \( v_i \), \( \text{diff}_j \) the dissimilarity between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \), namely the weight of edge \( e_{ij} \), \( \text{flag}_j \) the state of edge \( e_{ij} \), namely the weight of edge \( e_{ij} \) (\( \text{flag}_j = 1 \) represents the edges have been cut, \( \text{flag}_j = 0 \) represents the edge is still connected), \( Cid \) the number of the subgraph where \( v_i \) belongs to, the neighbor list is in descending order according to the weights of the edges, namely \( \text{diff}_1 \geq \text{diff}_2 \geq \ldots \geq \text{diff}_k \).

C. The Ideas of BKNN Algorithm

The core idea of the KNN graph based spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN is to calculate the dissimilarity of the non-space attribute values the between adjacent objects, and to find the find the largest local outlier or outlier regions by cropping off the edges with the largest dissimilarity. For the spatial dataset \( X \), the spatial neighborhood relationship of each object in the dataset was firstly calculated. After determining the \( k \) nearest neighbor of each object, the dissimilarities between each object and its \( k \) neighbors were calculated and then the dissimilarity between the two objects was set as the weight of the edge, forming the KNN Graph G. As the weight value depends on the dissimilarity of non-spatial attribute values between two adjacent objects, the greater weight value, the larger difference between two adjacent objects. Given a threshold \( T \) to perform cutting edge functions, all the edges with the weight values greater than the threshold \( T \) were cut off. Then returned to the starting point of the cutting edge and put it in to the suspected outliers-set for further verification.

To determine whether a point is the outlier, it is mainly to investigate whether the point is isolated, that is, whether the point has output edges. If the point has no output edge, this point could be considered outlier. If the point still has output edges, this point is not the real spatial outlier.

Real space outlier regions is a region connecting by less than \( k \) spatial objects, whose inner attributes are very similar while extremely different with those of the outside neighborhood. To determine whether an area is a real spatial outlier region, the \( \text{findcandidateregions} \) function should be firstly called to find the suspected outlier regions. Then, the further verification includes three steps:

1. For a selected outlier regions, determine its spatial neighborhood, namely the set that disjoint \( k \) neighbors of each object in the spatial neighborhood. If the number of...
spatial neighborhoods of this region is smaller than that of the objects, this suspected outlier region is not the real one, which could be excluded. Otherwise, enter the next step to continue verification.

(2) Check the similarity of the objects in the suspected outlier region. If the similarity is less than a given threshold Tsim, this suspected outlier region is also not the real one, which could be excluded. Otherwise, enter the next step to continue verification.

(3) Calculate the dissimilarity between the suspected outlier region and its spatial neighborhoods. If the dissimilarity is smaller than a given threshold value Tdiff, the candidate outlier region is not the real one, which could be excluded. Only the above three conditions are all satisfied after the verification, the outlier region could be considered as a real one.

D. Description of BKNN Algorithm

In this section, the BKNN algorithm will be introduced in detail according to the idea in the last section which applies the spatial outlier mining based on KNN diagram.

Algorithm 1: the spatial outlier mining algorithm based on KNN diagram.

Input: Spatial data set X, non spatial attributes set Y, the number of neighbors k, the edge threshold T, regional similarity threshold Tsim, the dissimilarity threshold between a region and its neighborhood Tdiff;

Output : Outlier set Os, Outlier region Or

BKNN(X,Y,k,T,Tsim,Tdiff)
Begin
(1) Scan the entire spatial data set X, and calculate the spatial neighbor relationship of each spatial object;
(2) Construct KNN diagram according to the neighbor relationship obtained in (1);
(3) Scan the entire KNN diagram;
(4) Sort the edge with their weights in descending order
(5) While weight of an edge: edge_ij > threshold: T do
(6) delete edge_ij, free its starting point xi to O
(7) EndWhile
(8) While O is not empty do
(9) if there is no edge connecting to xi then
(10) xi is marked as an outlier, and sent to Os
(11) Else
(12) { Calculate area of the region by function findcandidateregions(G), and find our the candidate outlier regions of k
(13) For each candidate outlier region do
(14) { if the similarity of the region > given threshold Tsim Then
(15) { calculate its neighbor region
(16) if the dissimilarity between the current region and its neighbor region > given threshold Tdiff Then
(17) Mark the current region as an outlier region, and sent it to Or
(18) }
(19) }
(20) EndFor
(21) }
(22) EndIf
(23) EndWhile
(24) Output{Os, Or}
End

E. Analysis on the Examples

In order to better describe the spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN based on KNN diagram, the spatial data set in Figure 1 is taken as an example for a detailed analysis of the algorithm.

From the main idea of spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN based on KNN diagram, we first use analysis on spatial attributes to determine the neighbor relationship of objects in the spatial data set. The mining calculated on spatial outliers is conducted by comparing the non-spatial attributes between adjacent space objects. If the neighbor number k is equal to 3, according to Figure 1, the spatial neighbor relationship can be shown as Figure 2 as by KNN diagram. In Figure 3, each circle represents a space object in this data set, and each value is non-spatial attribute of a spatial object. The bidirectional arrow arcs indicate that two spatial objects are spatial neighbors for each other, while single arrow arcs represent that two spatial objects are arc-tail connected spatial neighbors. Arc weights mean the difference between two adjacent space objects. For example, there is a single arrow arc between E1 and O1, and E1 is tail, O1 is the head. This means that E1 is one of k nearest neighbors of O1, but O1 is not one of k nearest neighbors of E1. If there are two other arcs which are bidirectional, E1 and the other two connected objects are spatial k nearest neighbors.

Fig. 2 The KNN graph representation of the spatial data set

Sort the weights for each arc in descending order, execute the function to cut the maximum edge, and send the object in the arc head to outlier set O for detection of spatial outliers and outlier. Figure 3 shows the KNN diagram obtained by executing spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN. In Figure 3, because the non spatial attribute O1 and its spatial neighbors differ greatly, edge cutting function will cut all edges connecting to its spatial neighbors, and return O1. At the same time, because the
degree of space object O1 is zero, which means it is an isolated point, the space object O1 is sent to the spatial outlier set Os. Since O2 and O3 are mutual k nearest neighbors, and they have obvious difference with their spatial neighbors, also higher internal similarity, they form a spatial outlier region, and can be sent into the spatial outlier region set Or.

From the computation complexity, although BKNN algorithm does not show superiority compared with the traditional spatial outlier mining algorithms, this algorithm solves the problem in existing algorithms and avoids the affects by abnormal spatial neighbors. It can find out the spatial outliers mining area when searching for outliers, and therefore improve the accuracy of mining.

IV. THE EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE SPATIAL OUTLIER MINING ALGORITHM BASED ON KNN DIAGRAM

A. The Experiment Environment and Experiment Data Set

The spatial outlier mining algorithm BKNN based on KNN diagram is conducted with experimental hardware environment of the Intel Core2 Duo CPU E4500 2.20GHz and 2G of memory, and software environment for the operating system Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2, while Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 is used as the coding environment.

In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed algorithm, the experiment compares it with current algorithms in terms of running time and accuracy of outlier region judgment. Data set is 2008 FMR (Fair Market Rent) data set provided by the United States housing rental housing and City Development Department of the United States of America, which records housing rental in 3095 counties. Each record is composed of different living room rental prices in the various counties of US, such as the one-bedroom, two-bedroom, three-bedroom, and four-bedroom apartment. In addition, each record also includes some other important information, such as the name of the area counties, district name and counties codes.

B. Results and Analysis

In BKNN, the spatial position of each county is provided by the geographical position of the United States Census Bureau Web site files. The center positions of spatial objects are calculated through the longitude and latitude. According to the geographical location relations, the value of k is set to 8, which means there are 8 geographical spatial neighbors for each county, namely east, south, west, north, northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest. The distance between a county and its surrounding neighbors is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between their center positions. For the sake of simplicity, only one-bedroom apartment rent is set as the object for computing the difference.

In order to effectively verify the effectiveness and correctness, the experiment results are divided into outliers and outlier region, which are then compared with results of other algorithms.

In the identification of individual spatial outlier results, Z-value algorithm, Moran algorithm, POD algorithm, are compared with our proposed algorithm in Table 1.
San Francisco County is a normal record, and it is not a difference between an object and its adjacent counties is to 150$, which means that it’s normal when the neighborhood objects is shown in Figure 4.

Algorithm, the eighth spatial outlier with its 8 identification. For example, in the result of Z-value by outliers, which can avoid the mistake of outlier down. In this manner, normal objects are not influenced large or too small, the edges between them will be cut non-spatial attributes of a neighbor object value is too small, which brings the influence of spatial outlier identification, even leads to false outlier regions. However, because the Z-value algorithm is distinguished the effects of each neighbor objects. If the non-spatial attributes of a neighborhood regions. If the non-spatial attributes of a neighbor object value is too large or too small, the edges between them will be cut down. In this manner, normal objects are not influenced by outliers, which can avoid the mistake of outlier identification. For example, in the result of Z-value algorithm, the eighth spatial outlier with its 8 neighborhood objects is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 describes one-bedroom apartment rental data in San Francisco county with its 8 neighbors in California. The threshold T in BKNN algorithm is assumed as is set to 150$, which means that it’s normal when the difference between an object and its adjacent counties is less than 150$. From the observation and comparison, we can see that the rent difference between San Francisco and most of its neighbors are less than 150$. Therefore, San Francisco County is a normal record, and it is not a spatial outlier. However, because the Z-value algorithm is the first to calculate the average of San Francisco County’s 8 neighbors, and then compares it with the rental value of San Francisco, it is recognized as a spatial outlier while the difference between San Francisco’s neighbor Mendocino (783) and Lake (661) is vary large. In the calculation of average value, the average neighborhood result is too small, and thus has a negative impact on spatial outlier detection, which is the reason of the mistaken identification of San Francisco County.

From Table 2, it can be seen that in the detection of single spatial outliers, the proposed algorithm can reach similar result with the other three algorithms, which proves the its correctness and effectiveness.

The main idea of the Z-value algorithm and the Moran scatter diagram is to compare the non-spatial attributes of the object with its surrounding neighbors’ average value to determine whether the object is an outlier. Therefore, the above two algorithms are dependent on non-spatial attributes values of all neighborhood objects in the neighborhood regions. If the non-spatial attributes of a spatial object is too large or too small, the average non-spatial attributes will change, which brings the influence of spatial outlier identification, even leads to false outlier identification. The proposed algorithm utilizes the maximum edge cutting strategy, which is suitable to distinguish the effects of each neighbor objects. If the non-spatial attributes of a neighbor object value is too large or too small, the edges between them will be cut down. In this manner, normal objects are not influenced by outliers, which can avoid the mistake of outlier identification. For example, in the result of Z-value algorithm, the eighth spatial outlier with its 8 neighborhood objects is shown in Figure 4.

Table 1: The comparison of experimental results($\Omega$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>Moran</th>
<th>POD</th>
<th>BKNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Co.(342)</td>
<td>Wiltinger York Co.(912)</td>
<td>York Co.(912)</td>
<td>York Co.(912)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravalli Co.(350)</td>
<td>Et TRI Co.(474)</td>
<td>Tammany Baker Co.(480)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Co.(569)</td>
<td>Gallatin Co.(569)</td>
<td>East Carroll Co.(569)</td>
<td>Glascott Co.(569)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York Co.(312)</td>
<td>Mcresenter Co.(445)</td>
<td>Glascott Co.(393)</td>
<td>Johnson Co.(400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin Co.(317)</td>
<td>East Carroll Co.(317)</td>
<td>East Carroll Co.(317)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eston Co.(130)</td>
<td>Tammany Co.(898)</td>
<td>Humphreys Co.(898)</td>
<td>Tammany Co.(898)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Co.(1338)</td>
<td>Monroe Co.(196)</td>
<td>Johnson Co.(400)</td>
<td>Eston Co.(130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore Co.(480)</td>
<td>San Francisco Co.(1338)</td>
<td>Baker Co.(480)</td>
<td>Humphreys Co.(396)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammany Co.(898)</td>
<td>York Co.(312)</td>
<td>Franklin Co.(312)</td>
<td>Franklin Co.(312)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mendocino(783)</th>
<th>Lake(661)</th>
<th>Solano(1384)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marin(1330)</td>
<td>San Francisco(1338)</td>
<td>Alameda(204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo(1338)</td>
<td>Santa Cruz(1229)</td>
<td>Santa Clara(1171)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4  The one-bedroom rent data of San Francisco county and its neighbors

In results of identifying outlier region, the Z-value algorithm, Moran scatter diagram algorithm, ROD algorithm, and our proposed algorithm are selected in comparison, among which, the ROD algorithm is selected to evaluate the outlier region algorithm, whose validity and correctness have been validated. During the evaluation of candidates, the proposed algorithm first evaluates whether the number of objects in a candidate region is less than k. If yes, go to the next evaluation. Otherwise, delete this candidate. Secondly, the formula $R_{sim} = \frac{Max - Min}{Mean}$ is used to calculate the suspected region similarity of $R_{sim}$, which is then compared with the similarity threshold $T_{sim}$. If $R_{sim}$< $T_{sim}$, go to the next detection step. Otherwise, delete the candidate outlier regions. For example, $T_{sim}$ in the experiments is assumed as 0.15, in other words, only when the difference between the candidate region's largest and smallest non-spatial attributes is less than 15% of the average value of all objects in this region, the next detection step will be proceeded. The final detection step is to calculate difference between outlier region and its surrounding neighborhood: $R_{diff}$ by the formula $R_{diff} = \frac{|m_r - m_{nbr}|}{(m_r + m_{nbr}) / 2}$. If $R_{diff}$> $T_{diff}$, it is a real spatial outliers region. Otherwise, the candidate outlier regions are excluded. For example, in the experiment, $T_{diff}$ is assumed as 0.4, in other words, only when the difference between the candidate region and its surrounding neighbor regions is greater than the average value of 40%, the candidate region is the true spatial outliers region. Otherwise, the candidate region is excluded. Table 2 shows the comparison of outlier region by the four algorithms.
Table 2 lists the results on first two groups of spatial outliers detection. The first outlier region includes 5 counties, while the second region includes 4 counties. Among them, five neighbor counties in the first outlier region have one-bedroom apartment rent value of 777$. This region has 12 neighbor regions with one-bedroom rent range from 331$ to 562$. After calculation, the region similarity Rsim is 0%<15% (Tsim), and the difference degree with its neighborhood Rdiff is 52%>40% (Tdiff). Therefore, the region is a spatial outlier region.

From Table 3, Z-value algorithm and Moran scatter diagram algorithm cannot detect spatial outliers region, only the ROD algorithm and the proposed BKNN algorithm have the capability to well detect spatial outliers region.

The above comparison is based on the accuracy analysis on BKNN algorithm. Next the algorithms will be compared respect to the computation complexity.

It is not difficult to find that the four algorithms in experiment use spatial attributes and spatial relationship to determine the spatial neighborhood, which are with complexity of O(nlogn) in Figure 6. From Figure 5, compared with Z-value algorithm and Moran algorithm, the proposed algorithm uses less time when N is increasing due to the application of edge cutting strategy. However, it spends more time than POD because it needs to judge outlier region.

Fig. 5 The runtime of BKNN algorithm

From the analysis of the computation complexity, the proposed algorithm does not show enough superiority. However, from the perspective of mining results, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm improves the spatial outlier mining accuracy, and can find out the spatial outlier region in the same time.

V CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes the shortcoming of the traditional spatial outlier mining algorithms, and proposes a new mining algorithm: BKNN based on the KNN diagram structure principle and the edge cutting strategy. The algorithm makes the spatial objects avoid the effects of its abnormal neighbors, and effectively identifies the spatial outlier region during the outlier identification.
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